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Metal complexes containing metal-chlorine,
metal-bromine, or metal-iodine bonds give
rise to relatively intense infrared bands in
the region below 650 cm—i. The bands,
assigned to metal-halogen stretches, have
wave numbers which may be correlated with
the oxidation state, mass, coordination num-
ber, and electron configuration of the metal
atom, and with the stereochemistry of the
complex. LThe SCI® indicates that this paper
has been cited over 290 times since 1965.]
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‘In 1959, when working on the chemistry
of the early transition metals, I became in-
volved in trying to determine the nature of
the red product formed on treating a solu-
tion of TiC!

3
in acetic acid with o-phen-

ylenebisdimethylarsine (diars). The red prod-
uct was not stable as such in any solvent,
and so neither molecular weight nor con-
ductivity data could be obtained. There was
little information in the electronic spectrum
of the complex to indicate its correct for-
mulation, nor in the infrared spectrum
which, being confined to the region above
500 cm—i, implied only that the diars was
coordinated in a bidentate manner. The
structure of the complex could only be
revealed by X-ray diffraction studies, these
showing it to beTiCl

4
2 diars, the first eight-

coordinate complex known for a first-row
transition metal.
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With this challenge to ac-

cepted tenets of chemical belief, the whole
subject of high coordination numbers
received great impetus.

“What irked me (as a New Zealander) at
the time was that it took some persuasion
(and beer!) to talk crystallographers into at-
tempting to solve the crystal structures of

somewhat air-unstable, but key, species.
These were exciting times at University Col-
lege London, with many new complexes be-
ing produced each week with the en-
thusiastic encouragementof Ron Nyholm. It
was clear that there was a real need, in order
to support this synthetic programme, for a
rapid spectroscopic method for telling the
likely oxidation state and coordination
number of a metal atom in a complex. It
seemed that metal-ligand stretching fre-
quencies should hold the key, since these
must be intimately connected with the
strengths of metal-ligand bonds within com-
plexes. These thoughts coincided with our
purchase of a Grubb-Parsons DM2 spec-
trometer which operated in the range
455-200 cm—i. This, by present-day Stan-
dards very poor, instrument nevertheless
provided all the essential information with
which to reveal the factors on which metal-
ligand stretching frequencies depend.

“The research programme covered a wide
range of transition-metal complexes, some
studied with the Australian Tom Dunn and
others with the South African Charles
Williams (the paper describing the latter
work is the most heavily cited > 550 cita-
tionS] of my publications.
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) Many other

studies of this nature
3

eventually allowed
me to draw the whole field together in the
cited paper, which clearly delineated the
ways in which metal-halogen stretching fre-
quencies varied (for a given coordination
number) with the oxidation state of the
metal, and (for a given oxidation state) with
the coordination number of the metal.
Subsequently, the influence of the elec-
tronic configuration of the metal, for a
given oxidation state and coordination
number, was outlined, as were the effects of
halogen bridging, etc., on metal-halogen
stretching frequencies. The wide applicabil-
ity of the relationships established for
metal-halogen stretching frequencies, and
subsequently generalized to all metal-ligand
stretching frequencies, is undoubtedly the
reason for the paper becoming a Citation
Classic. The paper predates the subsequent
exciting and widespread use of Raman and
resonance Raman spectroscopy

4
as tools for

understanding the structure of, and bonding
in, inorganic complexes.”
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